
Modeling cardiac 
propagation

A Review



Explain how signals move through the heart

• Sinoatrial (SA) node

• Atria

• Atrioventricular (AV) node

• Bundle of His

• Purkinje fibres

• Ventricular muscle



How are the muscle cells in the heart 
connected?

• Mechanical connection:  tight 
junctions

• Electrical connection:  gap 
junctions

• Gap junctions contain 
channels that allow ions to 
flow between neighboring 
cells



How should the intra- and extracellular 
values in the bidomain model be 

interpreted?

• Volume-averaged

• Defined at every 
point in the heart 
muscle

structure of cardiac tissue

bidomain approximation



Derive the elliptic equation in the bidomain 
model from Ohm’s Law and the 

conservation of current

In a conducting body, the electric current is given by Ohm’s law,

Here J is the electric current, M is the conductivity of the 
medium, and E is the electric field.

Under the quasi-static assumption, the electric field E is defined 
as the gradient of a scalar potential u

giving



We define currents for both the intracellular and extracellular 
domains, respectively,

We assume that there are no sources or sinks in the medium 
and no build-up of charge at any point.  This means that for a 
small volume (V), the total current entering the volume must be 
equal to the total current leaving the volume:

Here, the surface of the volume V is denoted by S and n is the 
outward surface normal.



If we apply the divergence theorem to this equation, we get

This relation must hold for all volumes V, which implies that the 
integrand must also be 0

Inserting our expressions for Ji and Je gives



Further substituting                        , collecting the ue terms, and 
dividing by -1 leaves us with

This is the elliptic equation of the bidomain model.



Derive/argue the parabolic equation in the 
bidomain model from what you know of 

the cable equation

When deriving the cable equation, the cell (neuron) is viewed as a long, 
cylindrical piece of membrane surrounding an interior of cytoplasm.  
This “cable” is divided into a number of short pieces of isopotential 
membrane of length dx.  In any section, there are two types of current, 
the transmembrane current and the axial current.



The axial current has intracellular and extracellular components 
that are assumed to be ohmic (linear functions of the voltage):

In the limit 



Kirchhoff’s laws require that any change in intracellular or 
extracellular axial current must be due to a transmembrane 
current, so

and in the limit as               this becomes

Substituting in the expressions for Ii and Ie gives



We want the equation for the transmembrane current It in terms 
of the transmembrane potential V and the extracellular potential 
Ve, so we make the substitution Vi = V + Ve to get

The cable equation is 1D but the bidomain equations are 3D, so 
we need to make an adjustment in the derivatives.  We can also 
replace 1/ri with Mi, as conductivity is the reciprocal of 
resistance, and Ve with ue, our typical notation for extracellular 
potential.  This leaves us with



We conclude by recalling that the transmembrane current is a 
sum of the capacitive and ionic currents, and including               
the surface-to-volume ratio:

We now have the parabolic equation of the bidomain model.



How can the bidomain equations be 
reduced to the monodomain equation?

The bidomain equations can be reduced to the monodomain 
equation by making the assumption of equal anisotropy ratios:

If we make this substitution for Me in the elliptic equation of the 
bidomain model, we get



Solving for                     gives

which we substitute into the parabolic equation of the bidomain 
model to get 

Simplifying the right-hand side leaves us with the monodomain 
equation


